WELCOME

H I S TO R I C C H A R M .
M O D E R N C O M F O RT.
T R A D I T I O N A L H O S P I TA L I T Y.

Situated in the heart of the historic medieval town
of Rothenburg, the Hotel Garni Altes Brauhaus is in
a peaceful but central spot, surrounded by winding
cobbled streets, well-tended front gardens and
romantic half-timbered houses and just five minutes’
walk from the beautiful market square.
So whether you are looking for a relaxing getaway or
a romantic break, at the Altes Brauhaus we will do
everything we can to make your stay in Rothenburg
as memorable as possible.

WE LOOK FORWARD
TO WELCOMING
YOU SOON.
Christine Beugler & team
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RELAX IN A
PLEASANT AMBIENCE
WITH LOTS OF
COSY SPOTS.
Enjoy the casual atmosphere of our hotel lobby or
lounge areas after a fascinating tour of the town.
On sunny days you can sit outside in our romantic
garden or on our shaded sun terrace.
No matter which of these charming spots becomes
a firm favorite during your stay, our Robimat drinks
dispenser offers you a wide selection of refreshments
around the clock.
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JUNIOR SUITES

F E E L AT H O M E ,
B U T A LWAYS A S A
GUEST OF HONOR.

Our seven new junior suites located in the former granary
of the old brewery offer an inspired fusion of
a bygone time and modern comfort.
High-quality furnishings and original open wood
beams dating back to 1698 give our junior suites a stylish blend
of olde worlde charm and comfort.
We offer sanctuary from the humdrum of daily life –
come and enjoy a few relaxing days
in romantic Rothenburg.
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ROOMS

B E AU T I F U L LY
APPOINTED
F O R A U N I Q U E LY
R E L A X I N G AT M O S P H E R E .

Our airy comfortable rooms are spacious and each
is individually designed in a palette of warm inviting
colors.
High-quality mattresses ensure a good night’s sleep.
Our business and conference guests particularly
appreciate the availability of all mod cons, such as
a desk with WiFi access. Our rooms therefore offer
the perfect retreat where you can work effectively.
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FAMILY ROOMS

S PAC E TO E N J OY
THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE:
B E I N G TO G E T H E R .

Wouldn’t it be great to be able
to spend a few days away with the whole family?
However long or short your visit –
our generous family and group rooms offer
spacious accommodation where you can relax, wind down
and enjoy each other’s company.
You will be amazed at all Rothenburg has to offer –
particularly for children!
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APPARTEMENTS

INDEPENDENCE
& P R I VAC Y:
P U R E H O L I DAY F R E E D O M !

All the comfort of a hotel, with the freedom of home!
Covering 49 m2, our comfortable apartment
offers generous accommodation for a family of five.
Fitted with a fridge, hob, oven, sink and dishwasher,
the functional kitchen has everything you need for a
self-catering holiday.
We want you to feel at home in Rothenburg.
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FAMILY
APARTMENTS
Our apartments let you and your family enjoy your
holiday in the privacy of your own four walls.
Our two-room apartment covers 50 m² and offers
comfortable and generous accommodation for you
to relax and explore Rothenburg.
The apartment offers one larger room with 4 beds
(2 single beds, 1 double bed) and a seating area with
small couch, 2 chairs and coffee table and desk,
and a further smaller room with double bed, small
seating area with 2 chairs and table and a desk. The
rooms have connecting doors and the apartment
offers 2 bathrooms.

LOTS OF SPACE
TO ENJOY A RELAXED
BREAK WITH FUN AND
LEISURE INCLUDED.
The perfect holiday oasis for a large family of up to
six persons.
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BREAKFAST

GOOD MORNING
H A S N E V E R TA S T E D
SO GOOD!

Crusty rolls and the fine aroma of a good cup of coffee –
the perfect start to any day.
Our generous breakfast in our lovingly renovated
brewhouse (Sudhaus) kick starts you for
a day exploring and discovering Rothenburg.
Our sumptuous breakfast buffet is designed
to put a spring in the step of even the most reluctant early riser!
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THE BREWHOUSE:
A FASCINATING BLEND
OF MEDIAEVAL
ATMOSPHERE AND
MODERN
CONVENIENCE.
The former brewhouse with its cross-barrel vaults
exudes Rothenburg’s unique flair and offers seating
for up to 100 guests.
Beer was brewed here in bygone days; today, the
brewhouse is an inspiring backdrop for sparking
new ideas during your conference or dancing and
laughter on the occasion of your dream wedding
or birthday celebrations. This special setting turns
every event into a never-to-be-forgotten experience.
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CONFERENCES

C R E AT I V E S PAC E
F O R C R E AT I V E M I N D S.

The picturesque medieval town of Rothenburg is the perfect venue
for conferences and meetings. Combine business with leisure and unwind
after a hard day’s conferencing with a stroll around the romantic town of
Rothenburg or enjoy a delicious dinner and savor a glass of our famous
Franconian wine in one of the many local restaurants and pubs.
The Altes Brauhaus is the ideal venue for all kinds of conferences,
seminars and corporate events, both large and small.
Our “Toppler” room can accommodate smaller groups of up to 12 guests.
Our “Magdalena” room offers conference facilities for up to 60 guests.
Ideal for presentations, meetings, lectures or training courses
for up to 60 participants.
Ideal for presentations, meetings, lectures or training courses.
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RECEPTION & BAR

E N J OY A F R I E N D LY
RECEPTION THE MOMENT
YO U E N T E R .

We make a point of welcoming you personally
to tell you about the hotel
and give you tips for your stay in Rothenburg.
If you are arriving late, our key safe lets you check in without a fuss.
Though small, our fine bar is the perfect place
to unwind after journey or at any time.
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PARKING

ARRIVE IN STYLE,
PA R K S E C U R E LY A N D
R E C H A R G E YO U R
B AT T E R I E S.

“STEP OUT OF
THE CAR AND
INTO PLEASURE.”
Travel conveniently by car to Rothenburg and enjoy
the luxury of your own parking space at the heart of
the historic old town.
The hospitable Hotel Altes Brauhuas has an underground car park with 20 parking spaces directly in
the hotel. Simply park your car and our lift will take
you to the lobby. An additional 17 parking spaces are
located directly outside the hotel.
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ELECTRIC CARS OR
E-BIKES ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME.
The hotel is equipped with modern facilities for
electric vehicles. Charger stations are located on the
car park and can be used for a fee.
Further parking options, also for minibuses, are
available in our secure barn two buildings away.
So if you are looking for a location for your next
group outing, look no further than the Altes
Brauhaus. And if you’re only passing through, you
don’t need to completely unpack the car, safe in the
knowledge that your car and your belongings are
secure. Vintage car enthusiasts can also park their
cars with confidence, knowing their valuable car is
in safe hands.

ENJOY AN
UNFORGET TABLE STAY.
Welcome to the Altes Brauhaus.
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ROTHENBURG OB DER TAUBER

D I S C OV E R
A RO M A N T I C J E W E L ,
SET WITHIN
M E D I A E VA L WA L L S.

Enjoy the cultural highlights and see history come to life:
the versatility of Rothenburg will delight you as an
all-round adventure of young and old alike.
Our hotel, the Altes Brauhaus, reflects the magic
and the history of Rothenburg. In a peaceful,
yet central location within the historic city walls,
our hotel is just a five minute walk away from the
beautiful Rothenburg market square.
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THE LOVELY
TAUBER VALLEY.
Our hotel is the ideal starting point for sightseeing
tours of the town, museum visits and outings
further afield to the charming Tauber Valley.
But Rothenburg has so much more to offer: sports
enthusiasts will find plenty of opportunities for
hiking cycling, horse riding and rock climbing.
Culture aficionados will not want to miss our
theatre, jazz and organ concerts or the many
festivals, including the Imperial City Festival.
We also have a range of special offers tailored to
various tastes.

HOTEL
A LT E S B R A U H A U S

Wenggasse 24
97541 Rothenburg ob der Tauber
T: +49 9861 9780
info@altesbrauhaus.com
www.altesbrauhaus.com

